Mindsense

Gain real world experience working with a small team while getting your hands dirty writing production code using the latest frameworks. We are looking for someone to assist with the front end development of Throttle. You will work closely with the back end team to build elegant and responsive products. Experience with or a desire to learn Facebook's React library is preferred as we are beginning to write more of our complex interfaces with it. We will also be using React Native to build a cross platform mobile companion app.

Required technical qualifications:

- Strong HTML, CSS, and JavaScript skills
- Ability to turn designs into working code
- Ability to create responsive web pages
- Excitement and passion to work on amazing products

Other qualifications:

- Excellent written and oral communication, interpersonal, and organizational skills
- Must be self-motivated, detail-oriented, and organized
- Must be able to work well on a team, to support the team, and to collaborate well with others
- Must be eligible to work within the US part-time

Duties:

- Develop, maintain, and optimize existing and new components of Throttle and other software
- Write clean, maintainable code
- Debug, troubleshoot, and develop solutions for issues logged by our support team
- Communicate fixes with our support team through our issue tracker
- Write and perform unit tests
- Document project status in an online team scrum board

Application link: [http://mindsense.co/jobs/apply?i=4&t=i](http://mindsense.co/jobs/apply?i=4&t=i)

About Mindsense

Mindsense, founded by a CS@VT alum, is an award-winning team solving real problems in people's everyday lives. On paper, Mindsense is a software engineering firm — we build and sell software. Really, though, we craft best-in-class software experiences. We are passionate about improving people's lives. We are motivated by saving people time and stress with thought-out, refined software solutions.

Our software is born out of a process of locating the core of a problem by looking at it from every angle, ignoring past solutions, and building the best experience from the ground up. We
strive to carry this philosophy into everything we do. We are a small, passionate team, and we're enthusiastic to be expanding with purpose and care.

—
Alexander Obenauer
Co-founder & CEO, Mindsense
Creators of Mail Pilot & Throttle